Three-dimensional color Doppler flow reconstruction and its clinical applications.
The visualization and quantification of intracardiac blood flow have always been a challenging task for the cardiologist. The advent of color Doppler flow imaging substantially enhanced the clinical diagnosis of heart valve disease. Three-dimensional (3-D) color Doppler, a new diagnostic procedure, refines the diagnostic value of color Doppler by providing unique spatial and temporal information about the actual extension, direction, origin, and size of intracardiac flows. Here, we describe the procedure for 3-D color Doppler reconstruction of intracardiac blood flow velocities and reveal the varied findings in different heart pathologies that cause blood flow disturbances. An automated procedure for the segmentation of turbulent and laminar flows, which allows for the measurement of mitral regurgitant jet volumes, is one of the first 3-D quantitative approaches to the clinical assessment of mitral valve regurgitation. The major technical advances of this procedure include the direct use of digital color Doppler velocity data and an automatic voxel count of the turbulent jet flows. Three-dimensional color Doppler not only can disclose the spatial complex geometry of intracardiac blood flow disturbances but also can quantitatively assess the severity of mitral valve regurgitation.